The most successful workplaces give people freedom to choose where and how they work best. The freestanding Tabetha Tablet Mount encourages flexibility, supporting individuals as they focus on detailed tasks or engage with others to solve problems. Tabetha allows people to adjust the height and orientation of their preferred tablet on any work surface so they can select the location and position where they will be the most productive.

**Benefits**
- Allows you to place tablet where you need it, for any and every task
- Enables collaboration and information sharing
- Serves the entire office, without limiting device options

**Warranty**
5-year, 3-shift

hermanmiller.com/tabetha-tablet-mount
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Key Features

1. **Arms**
   Tabetha has three adjustable and lockable arms to accommodate various tablet sizes.

2. **Height**
   Tabetha has four inches of height adjustment, so you can position it at a height that's comfortable.

3. **Tilt**
   Fifty degrees of tilt let you position your tablet to minimize glare.

Statement of Line

Sustainability

Click here to see how Tabetha meets your environmental goals.